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Abstract
While the concept of presence has been investigated for
over 10 years, there have been few studies investigating
presence and persuasion. Work in the area of consumer
psychology has recently begun to explore the possible
connections between aspects of presence and persuasion
and have developed a new concept called – transportation
imagery model. This paper attempts to demonstrate the
similarities between these two concepts (Presence and
Transportation imagery model) and the benefits of
integrating this new concept into the Presence fold.
Keywords - Presence, Transportation Imagery Model,
Persuasion.

1. Introduction
Many commercials use stories to entertain and sell
their products. Advertisers are aware that people can and
often expect to be entertained by commercials . Some
television commercials are mini-movies can be considered
“mini-movies” that are designed to meet this types of
consumer expectations. Commercials are a type of
television content that has not yet been explored by
Presence researchers.
The extent to which media users are “lost in”,
“immersed in”, have a sense of “being there”, or
“connected to” media has been explored by Presence
researchers in a variety of disciplines. These types of
experiences have been recently identified and examined
within the area of consumer psychology research [1-2].
These scholars are referring to this phenomenon as
“transportation” and have developed the “transportation
imagery model” (TIM) [2-3]. To presence scholars the
phenomenon they describe will sound quite familiar, but
these
researchers
have
not
connected
their
conceptualization, operationalization, or findings to the
larger (tele)presence literature that has been developing
since the early 1990s. This paper discusses presence,
introduces TIM, and discusses the relevant findings of both
concepts as they relate to persuasion within media. Further
this paper attempts to integrate TIM into the presence
literature and along they way illustrate how these areas of
research can be mutually beneficial.

2. Presence
The concept of presence or (tele)presence has been
defined as the “Illusion of non-mediation” [4]. Since the
introduction of this conceptualization several types of
presence have been identified and studied: physical or
spatial presence (the sense of being there) [5], social
presence (having a sense of another personality) [6], and
co-presence (a sense of being together with another person
either in a mediated space) [8]. This paper address the
similarities between spatial/physical presence and TIM.

2.1 Presence and Entertainment Media
What do we know about presence and entertainment
media? While the bulk of presence research has focused on
the creation of and media users’ responses to highly
immersive environments [8-11], there are some researchers
who have also studied entertainment media and presence.
The use of media to induce presence-like experiences is not
a new phenonomenon. For a detailed discussion of presence
and media history, see [12]. Other entertainment media and
presence researchers have found that television audiences
have presence experiences [13], and film makers
intentionally encourage audiences to “stay in the film” [14].
More recent research on video games has shown presence is
not only experienced by video game players [15-16] but
that some researchers have argued presence should be
considered a moderating variable [15] when designing
video game studies. The findings of these studies
unanimously found that presence can be experienced by
media users in far less immersive environments and in the
case of television and film, less interactive media that
virtual reality environments.

2.2 Encouraging Presence in Entertainment
Media
Researchers in the area of entertainment and presence
have studied some of the variables that have been linked to
encouraging presence sensations – these include both form
and content variables. Previously, two types of form
variables were identified [4]: user controlled and producer
controlled. Examples of user controlled variables are screen
size, home theatre (surround sound), image quality, etc…
Findings related to user controlled variables demonstrate
that larger screen size (or field of view) [17-18], improved
quality of both the sound [19], the image [20] increase the
likelihood that the media user will experience a sense of
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presence. Similar findings were documented with increased
image quality and video games [16].
Producer controlled variables include pace, camera
shots, cuts, etc…The findings for this type of form variable
have not been individually studies by presence researchers,
however, the literature suggests that faster, quick cutting
programs are likely to decrease a media users sense of
presence (because it makes the experience less like-like).
Producer controlled variables have not been as widely
studied in regards to television and presence, but have been
investigated with videogames. Video games have also been
found to evoke a sense of presence [21]. Recently, there
have been several studies that explored the use of narratives
(or storyline) in videogames and whether it has any impact
on gamers’ sensations of presence. There appears to be
consensus that the use of narrative increases players’ level
of enjoyment and sensations of presence [22-23].
Another area of entertainment and presence research
has explored the influence of content on media users’
sensations of presence. The type of content viewed or the
type of game played has an impact on the level presence
experienced. Examples include arousing versus calming
content [24] with viewers who saw the calming content
being reporting higher level of presence. Point of view
movement in television has been found to induce a sense of
presence in television viewers [13] and first-person shooter
games [23].
Together these studies on presence and entertainment
media make a strong case that presence as an experience
that is not limited to highly immersive media systems. This
point is important to acknowledge because it is the use of
these types of media that most people are likely to use and
experience (with the exception of simulation rides and
arcade VR systems).

2.1 Presence and persuasion
There are only a few studies exploring the impact of
presence on persuasion [25-28]. In a series of experiments
exploring the role of presence on consumers’ responses to
3-D advertising, researchers [27] found that presence
influenced consumers’ feeling of physical presence and
engagement and their purchase intentions. While others [25,
28] found that presence impacts the processing route by
which the information is processed.
An explanation for why presence should increase
advertising effectiveness is offered by [29] who state
“One thing interactivity is thought to
increase is the sense of 'presence,' and
presence is thought to lead to a variety of
effects which include enjoyment and
persuasion, primary goals of advertising.
Therefore presence, and research and theory
concerning presence, may serve as a useful
guide to understanding and marshaling the
use of interactivity in advertising to
maximum effect” (paragraph 18).
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Presence has also been found to impact persuasion in
less immersive environments, specifically [26], found that
television viewers who reported a sense of physical
presence influenced purchase intentions and consumer
confidence. It is interesting to note that the authors found
differences between the two dimensions of physical
presence they measured
x “arrival” or being present in the mediated
environment
x “departure” or a feeling of separation from the
physical environment.
Specifically, arrival had a positive impact on consumer
confidence in a product/brand, while departure had a
positive impact on purchase intentions. Together these
results indicate that presence can have an impact on the
process of persuasion, specifically advertising, but possibly
on other types of persuasion in a mediated setting (i.e.,
product placement, edutainment, etc…). The following
section will detail another concept, Transportation Imagery
Model [2] and its role in persuasion.

3. Transportation Imagery Model
This particular model has emerged within the areas of
Psychology and Consumer Psychology. The model is
concerned with predicting the extent to which consumers
are persuaded by advertisements. The model holds that
many advertisements contain drama or narrative stories.
The basic premise of this model is that narrative structures
are able to “involve, captivate, and entertain consumers” [1,
p. 267]. It has been argued that narratives or dramas “draw
the viewer into the action it portrays [30, p. 335]. The same
authors also assert that the audience becomes “lost” in the
narrative and empathizes with the characters (p. 335). The
Transportation Imagery Model (TIM) has been developed
from these prior assumptions, within narration, as well as
reader response theory, and diegesis [31].
The TIM model adapts the term “transportation” from
[32] who refers to a “traveler” as a media user (though
Gerrig is only concerned with readers of text-based
materials) who make a mental journey to a distant location
(typically the reality of the text) and returns a “changed”
person. Green and Brock assert that transportation can have
a physical and psychological dimension for the traveler or
transported individual. Even though they borrow heavily
from the narrative or print tradition, they argue that
“transportation is not limited to the reading of written
material. Narrative worlds are broadly defined with respect
to modality; the term “reader” may be construed to include
listeners, viewers, or any recipient of narrative information”
[2, p. 702].
The model is seen as having a high to low continuum
of “transportingness” with a high level being more likely to
be persuasive [3, p. 334]. Persuasion is felt to be influenced
by two factors: 1) imagery ability and 2) absorption
propensity. Imagery ability [33] is the ability of a person to
visualize or mentally rehearse, but can occur without the
physical stimulus. While absorption is seen the disposition
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of individuals to have their attentional resources completely
engaged in the activity [34]. However, research on the
impact of these two individual differences and their impact
on TIM.

3.1 TIM and information processing
The mechanism by which TIM leads to persuasion is
by “reduced negative cognitive responding, realism of
experience, and strong affective responses” [2, p. 702].
Green and Brock [2] assert that “Transportation into a
narrative world is conceptualized as a distinct mental
process, which may mediate the impact of narratives on
beliefs (p. 324). One of the most interesting assertions of
the TIM is that this type of persuasion occurs via a separate
route from the dual process models of attitude change (.i.e.,
Elaboration Likelihood [35] and Heuristic-Systematic
Persuasion Model [36]).
The TIM is different argue Green and Brock (2002)
because personal relevance is not a necessary condition for
the desirable central processing (in Elaboration Likelihood
Model) or persuasion. In fact the researchers have empirical
evidence demonstrating strong held assertions are just as
influenced as weak held assertions when exposed to a
persuasive narrative [37]. It also noteworthy that need for
cognition appears to play no part in TIM.

4. Presence and TIM
There are obvious similarities between the concept of
presence and the transportation imagery model. Aside from
the specific application of TIM to persuasion, both focus on
the perceptual process by which media users are willing to
ignore or transcend the technology they are using to access
the content. There has been previous overlap of some the
dimensions identified within these concepts. Specifically,
individual differences, such as absorption, has been
identified as playing a moderating role on the amount of
transportation (and in turn the level of persuasion) and was
included in the “presence equation” [38].
The language and terms used by TIM researchers to
describe the experience media users have when they are
transported sounds very like the early presence literature.
Some examples include: “immersion into a text”, “lost”,
“absorbed”, and “transported.” Even the term
“transportation” has a direct link to the presence literature.
There were six dimensions of presence identified by [4],
one of which is transportation.
However, it is here that the concepts being to differ.
Lombard and Ditton use the term “transportation” to refer
to a group of three types of feelings: "You are there," (user
is transported to a different location); "It is here,"
(people/things come to user); and "We are together," (use
and others are together in shared space). Please note, this is
one more than was discussed earlier where the different
sensations were referred to as arrival and departure.
However, these are similar types of experiences [26].

The TIM only uses this first dimension (the feeling
that a media user is either physically or mentally in a
different local than the physical one they occupy) when
conceptualizing and measuring what they refer to as
transportation.
Another and perhaps more interesting difference is the
literature which these concepts have been built. The
(tele)presence literature predominantly developed out of
computer science, and social science, while the TIM grew
out of reader response and narrative theory. It has also only
been tested with television commercials and print ads (nonimmersive environments) However, what is missing from
the TIM literature is the mechanism for how this process
occurs. The presence literature has come a bit further in
making claims about the process (see [39] for a full
discussion). Another area where these two concepts may
inform each other is the “book problem” [41-42].
4.1Presence and TIM research questions
These two concepts share several obvious research
questions, including:
x Does experiencing a sense of presence also
increase the likelihood a media user will be
persuaded
within
highly
immersive
environments?
x Can presence and/or TIM be used an as
explanation for the effectiveness of product
placement in film, TV shows, or video games?
x Does presence offer a stronger theoretical
grounding to TIM?
x Will high-definition television be more
persuasive than the current standards?
x Can TIM and/or presence be used to
encourage healthier or pro-social messages
conveyed through entertainment?

Conclusion
The concepts of presence and transportation imagery
model share a common interest, the investigation of feeling
of being connected to or in an artificial or virtual
environment (though perhaps TIM would claim it was only
in one’s imagination). The similarities are strong enough to
consider TIM a new area of presence research. Researchers
using TIM may benefit from both the breath and depth of
existing presence research. It seems that presence and TIM
may be a way of exploring the persuasiveness of
entertainment content, such as “edutainment” – which
includes an on going narrative, and for which there is
empirical evidence that it is persuasive and little about the
mechanism [40]. Presence may illuminate the processes by
which audiences are in a state to be persuaded.
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